Ȏ ưȠƧƴƪƧ Ƶɔ vɖƮ ƵːƮ ǴƭƭƺƮ vɟƪưƶƳ ƧȢƮƣɛ ƵƧ Ƭƣɚ ƦưƬƧʴƮ, ȹvʴƮ Ʀɖ ƵɘƮ ƬƣƵƣƴƵƲưƷɘƮ Ƶư˃ ƦƲɕvƣƵưƳ ƧȸƴƸƩvɝƮƺƳ Ȏ ƱƫƪƣƮːƳ ȀƷƧƶƲʦƴƪƣƫ, ƵɘƮ ȀƱɚ Ƶư˃ ƴƬɝƭưƱưƳ ƣȸƵư˃ ƷƺƮəƮ, ȱƵ' ǰƱɗƱƮƧƫ, Ƭƣɚ ƵɜƮ ƴƧƫƴvɜƮ Ƭƣɚ ƵɜƮ ƴƬɝƵưƮ; (c. Cels. 2.55) 2 The manner of the death of Jesus, as narrated in the gospels, especially Matthew, elicited from Celsus (in the name of his "Jew," and directed toward Jewish-Christians) 3 this head-wagging critique. The statement is part of a longer quotation from Celsus, but Origen thought the wording of this particular sentence important enough to quote again in 2.58. Right before our quotation the anti-Christian polemicist had trotted out the stories of other ancient heroes and gods (ƣȝ ȍƲƺŖ ƫƬƣɚ ȝƴƵưƲɛƣƫ [2.56]) who had died and then supposedly risen, as part of the larger argument seeking to falsify Christian claims on the grounds that Jesus had faked both his divine birth and his resurrection. Celsus then names the topic for scrutiny: Ǹƭƭ' ȀƬƧʴƮư ƴƬƧƱƵɗưƮ, ƧȠ ƵƫƳ ɅƳ ǰƭƩƪːƳ ǰƱưƪƣƮɠƮ ǰƮɗƴƵƩ ƱưƵɖ ƣȸƵˑ ƴɡvƣƵƫ ("But the point to be examined is whether anyone who actually died ever rose bodily"). Hence before critiquing the accounts of the resurrection (which he will famously do by attributing them to "hysterical women") Celsus has a preliminary charge: Jesus never really died, and hence never rose from the dead before being seen. 4 Whether Jesus really died depends entirely upon how one assesses the historical reliability of the gospel accounts of his death, especially when compared with other literary compositions, i.e., the Greek myths on the one hand, and the Jewish scriptural accounts on the other.
5 Celsus' rhetorical question insists that the Christian cannot have it both ways, i.e., deem the stories of those others v˃ƪưƫ while insisting their own narratives are something more, or something else. 6 Celsus and Origen, who as literary elites share the same ƱƣƫƦƧɛƣ, use the same toolbox when it comes to testing narratives-v˃ƪưƫ and ƦƫƩƥəvƣƵƣ-for whether or not they are historically accurate. 7 ChieÁ y, as the passage itself sneeringly indicates, it comes down to whether an account can be demonstrated ƱƫƪƣƮɝƳ, "persuasive."
Celsus' carefully worded riposte seems deliberately open to various interpretations. Some of the translation decisions involved are illustrated by a glance at the divergent renderings of Chadwick and Borret:
Or do you think that the stories of these others 8 really are the legends which they appear to be, and yet that the ending of your tragedy is to be regarded as noble and convincing-his cry from the cross when he expired, and the earthquake and the darkness? 
